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2640 Iron Works Road 
Winchester, Ky. 40392-0748 

February 21,2007 
FEB 2 2 2007 

PUUl IC :sI.:Fi\/l@$ 
COMMISSION 

RESPONSE TO DATA REQUEST OF 

THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE C O M M I S S M  

DUE ON OR BEFORE FEBRUARY 23,2007 

CASE NUMBER 2006-00494 

Clark Energy Cooperative, Inc. (“Clark Energy”), pursuant to the Public Service 

Commission’s (PSC) information request due on or before February 23, 2007, hereby 

submits the following response dated February 21 st, 2007 regarding Case No. 2006-00494 

Dated: February 2ISt, 2007 

Paul G. Embs 

President & CEO 

cc: Parties of record 

. . . . . . . e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Our power is our People 



In the Matter of: 

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE RELIABLITY ) 
MEASURES OF KENTUCKY’S 
JURISDICTIONAL ELECTRIC 
DISTRIBUTION UTILITIES AND CERTAIN ) 
RELIABLITY MAINTENANCE PRCATICES ) 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
CASE NO. 2006-00494 

SECOND DATA REQUEST OF COMMISSION STAFF ‘TO 
JURISDICTIONAL ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION UTILITIES 

Jurisdictional electric distribution utilities (“distribution utilities”) are requested, pursuant to 807 

KAR 5:001, to file with the Commission the original and six copies of the following information, 

with a copy to all parties of record. The information requested herein is due on or before February 

23, 2007. Each copy of the data requested should be placed in a bound volume with each item 

tabbed. When a number of sheets are required for an item, each sheet should be appropriately 

indexed, for example, Item 1 (a), Sheet 2 Of 6. Include with each response the name of the person 

who will be responsible for responding to questions relating to the information provided. Careful 

attention should be given to copied material to ensure that it is legible. Where information 

requested herein has been provided, in the format requested herein, reference may be made to 

the specific location of said information in responding to this information request. Kentucky 

Utilities Company (“KU”) and Louisville Gas and Electric Company (“LG8E”) may file one 

document. as KU/LG&E including a separate response for each company within each tabbed 

response where necessary. 
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PSC Administrative Case No. 2006-00494 

All electric-distribution utilities are to respond to the followina questions: 

Question 1. Describe in detail how the company utilizes all the reliability measures it monitors. 

Answer 1. Clark Energy utilizes three different indices to monitor reliability on all of its 

individual substation circuits. SAIDI, SAlFl and CAIDI numbers from each circuit 

are compared against other substation circuits on a regional and system wide 

basis taking into consideration outage history for the past three years. Increases 

in the numbers of outages on any one particular circuit with a history of outages 

triggers increased monitoring of reports and line patrol of the affected area. 

Clark Energy’s service area is very diverse, ranging from farm land and suburbs 

in the western part of the system to mountainous terrain in the eastern part of the 

system. This diversity means that all substation circuits are not created equal 

because of differences in length of the circuit, circuit exposure to unusual 

amounts of vegetation, voltage, construction and age. 

Area servicemen are a key resource in determining problems that surface or 

patterns that develop. Whenever problems are detected, servicemen are the first 

to be interviewed to see if they have any information pertaining to the outages. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell 
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Question 2. Has the company determined an appropriate operating range or performance 

threshold based an these measures? If yes, identify. 

Answer 2. No. Since the indices are averages, poor performing circuits can be influenced by 

the number or size of outages or the number or size of the customers on the 

circuit and either can skew the results. In some cases, an area can receive a 

disproportionate share of storms during any particular year or season making 

outage history very important in determining if there is truly a problem. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell 
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Question 3. Describe in detail how the company develops formal plans to address its worst 

performing circuits. If the company does not develop such plans, indicate so in 

the response. 

Answer 3. Each outage, regardless of circuit size or performance, is scrutinized to see if 

reduction or elimination of the outage is possible. Detailed records are kept on 

outages in 32 different categories to break down causes in an effort to eliminate 

repeat outages and identify specific causes. 

If trees within the rights-of-way are the cause, then a work order is issued to take 

care of the problem. In some cases where the cause might be equipment related 

or an animal problem, parts of the entire feeder may have animal guards added 

or that particular type of equipment changed out. 

Long range plans include sectionalizing of lines on feeders that are performing 

poorly to reduce the size and scope of outages, something that Clark Energy has 

been very pro-active on in recent years and the inclusion of problem circuits that 

have a history of conductor deterioration andlor load problems into the 

construction work plan. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell 
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Question 4. Why are momentary outages excluded? 

Answer 4. There are no practical or inexpensive ways of keeping records on momentary 

outages. Since each single “event” on an outage may include several breaker 

operations, reading the breaker counters would not yield the information that we 

are trying to obtain. With more than five hundred devices located on Clark 

Energy’s system, of which the majority are not designed to report the information 

that we are trying to gather and no way of getting communications to those 

devices without extensive cost, then the cost-benefit ratio would show that the 

costs vastly out weight the benefits. Partial implementation or the use of SCADA 

to retrieve and report momentary substation outages would fail to show the whole 

picture. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell 
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Question 5. Why are major event days or major storms excluded? 

Answer 5. Major storms and major event days are two different concepts when speaking of 

outage indices. Each utility has their own criteria of what constitutes a “Major 

storm” but these outages are not excluded from the yearly indice calculations. 

They are simply separated out to show the difference between “with extreme 

storms” and “without extreme storms”. 

Major storms are normally short in duration but these outages over a period of a 

few days can skew the outage numbers of utilities that could otherwise be shown 

to be very reliable. Distribution rights-of-ways standards and distribution line 

design criteria can not compensate for extreme ice loading, tornados and 

extreme wind shears simply because they are cost prohibitive. 

“Major event days” calculations were not requested and not reported with our 

response to the first PSC information request. This concept is a fairly new way of 

calculating outages showing events above and beyond normal day-to-day 

outages and does not appear to be accepted by all as of yet. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell 
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Question 6. Provide a hard copy citing of the Rural Utilities Services (“RUS”) reliability 

monitoring or reporting requirements or, in the alternative, provide an accessible 

internet site. 

Answer 6. A copy of RUS Bulletin 161-1, Draft, entitled “Interruption Reporting and Service 

Continuity Objectives for Electric Distribution Systems” is included with this 

document in Appendix C. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell Pages 1 of 1 
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Question 7, Provide and describe in detail any service restoration or outage response 

procedure utilized. 

Answer 7. This following service restoration plan document is included with our Emergency 

Response Plan adopted by Clark Energy. 

SERVICE RESTORATION PLAN 

Purpose 

The purpose of the Service Restoration Plan is to ensure the most orderly, efficient, and 

safest continuity of electrical service to consumers and the safest environment to the public and 

workers in case of damage to electric facilities. 

Statement of Intent 

This document is meant to serve as a guide in restoration of electric service due to damage 

that might be incurred during severe weather, such as ice, windstorms, tornados or other acts of 

God, and the unpredictable negative acts of people such as sabotage. However, it must be 

understood that the infinite number of variables involved in natural and manmade disasters can 

never be completely accounted for in any document of this nature; thus, flexibility in actual 

procedures must be afforded managers and supervisors as they go about: the tasks outlined in 

this document. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell Pages 1 of 4 
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Priority of Restoration 

Priority for restoration of service will be given to situations involving downed, energized power 

lines that endanger life and property. 

Levels of Preparedness 

The following conditions shall be used as a guideline for assessing the nature of the 

emergency or storm damage: 

- Normal day-to-day management and operating routines are in effect. 

- This is an elevated condition requiring a minimal staffing of personnel. In-house 

crews can probably handle this situation and it may require that all cooperative personnel be 

placed on alert. Outages are small and scattered but conditions are right for further escalation. 

Condition yellow - Prospects of major changes in operating conditions may require any or all 

personnel, contractors, and other resources be alerted for standby andlor assembly although the 

outage or emergency may not later actually develop or be smaller in scope than originally 

anticipated. 

- Major changes in operating conditions are imminent or a large outage or 

emergency has occurred requiring mobilization and/or deployment of all appropriate resources. 

Resources may be released if the duration and scope of the outage or emergency is less than 

originally anticipated. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell Pages 2 of 4 
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Determination of the bevel of Involvement 

1. What is the nature of the crisis? 

2. What is the number of consumers involved? 

3. What is the number of substation or circuits involved? 

4. What is the level of priority for the affected circuits? 

A. dangerous or potentially life threatening situation 

B. hospital, health care facilities and other emergency operations 

C. consumers with health priorities 

D. main distribution lines 

E. isolated outages at homes or businesses 

F. all others 

Service Restoration Procedure 

Upon notification of service interruption or report of a hazardous condition to the 24-hatir 

dispatch center, a service interruption report will be filed and repair personnel will be informed of 

the outage or the location of the hazardous condition. Upon arrival at the source of the service 

interruption, the service crew will determine the safest and the most efficient manner in which to 

restore service. 

If additional personnel or equipment is needed, the crew shall report back to the dispatch 

coordinator or the outage coordinator who shall determine the level of response to initiate. In all 

cases, communications will take place before restoration of energizing of lines occurs. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell 
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Extraordinary Outage Conditions 

Upon receiving indications of more service outages than available manpower will allow a 

timely response to, a determination of the degree of hazard or work required for repairs will be 

made by dispatching qualified personnel to survey outage conditions. The survey personnel will 

evaluate the extent of the damage and report to the outage coordinator their estimates of 

manpower and equipment requirements, estimated time of repairs, and any safety 

recommendations. 

All reportable outage conditions will be reported to the Kentucky Public Service Commission in 

accordance with appropriate requirements by the president & CEO or an alternate to whom 

helshe has assigned the responsibility. 

Record Keeping 

Complete, accurate, and appropriate outage and repair records will be maintained at all 

times. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell 
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Question 8. Refer to the RUS drawing M I  .3QG “RIGHT-OF-WAY CLEARING GUIDE (“ROW 

Guide”), a copy has been provided in Appendix A. 

a. Is this type of clearance requirement appropriate for all areas of a distribution 

system? If not, what types of exclusions or exceptions should be made? 

Answer 8(a). The drawing referred to in Appendix A is not a detailed right-of-way clearing 

guide but rather a statement of desired clearances for overhead lines. Most 

coops set their own guidelines for trimming in and around urban areas keeping 

the RUS specifications in mind. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell Pages 1 of 2 
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Question 8(b). If the distribution utility is not already following this guide, provide an 

estimate of the cost and time-line to implement. 

Answer 8(b). Clark Energy currently adheres  to guideline M I  .30G “RIGHT-OF-WAY 

CLEARING GlJIDE” on single and three phase feeders in a rural setting 

as this specification is designed for. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell Pages  2 of 2 
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Question 9 Refer to North American Electric Reliability Corporation (“NERC’) standard 

FAC-003-1 “transmission Vegetation Management Program” (“NERC 

Standard”), a copy is attached in Appendix B. 

a. Does the company prefer the type of standard described in the 

NERC Standard over the type of standard described in the ROW Guide? 

Explain why you prefer one over the other. 

Answer 9(a). No, Clark Energy does not prefer the type of standard described in the NERC 

Standard over the type of standard described in the ROW Guide. It appears that 

the NERC Standard is a transmission standard that does not fit distribution needs 

due to the fact that transmission and distribution rights-of-ways are completely 

different in design and operation. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell 
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Question 9(b). Refer to section R3 of the NERC Standard and substitute “distribution” for 

“transmission”. Is the distribution utility capable of meeting the reporting 

requirements described in the section? If not, why not? 

Answer 9(b). Yes, Clark Energy is capable of meeting the reporting requirement; but it appears 

that the NERC Standard is a transmission standard that does not fit distribution 

needs due to the fact that transmission lines and distribution lines are completely 

different in design and operation. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell 
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Question 9(c). Again referring to section R3 as applied to distribution, how many sustained 

outages would be reportable for the calendar year 2006? 

Answer 9(c) The following statement was copied from Appendix B; 

“R3.2. The 

RRQ, or the RRQ’s designee, certain sustained transmission line outages 

caused by vegetation: (1) Vegetation-related outages that result from 

vegetation falling into lines from outside the ROW that result from natural 

disasters shall not be considered reportable (examples of disasters that 

could create non-reportable outages include but are not limited to, 

earthquakes, fires, tornados, hurricanes, landslides, wind shear, major 

Distribution Owner or an storms as defined either by the 

applicable regulatory body, ice storms, and floods), and (2) Vegetation- 

related outages due to human or animal activities that could cause a non- 

reportable outage include, but are not limited to, logging, animal severing 

tree, vehicle contact with tree, arboricultural activities or horticultural or 

agricultural activities, or removal or digging of vegetation). 

Distribution Owner is not required to report to the . .  

. .  

Considering that a large number of the outages reported by Clark Energy each 

year are a result of high winds or wind shears off of thunderstorms or severe 

weather systems, Clark Energy’s reliability numbers for 2006 could be reduced 

significantly if reporting requirements were changed. Approximately 35% of the 

outage hours reported last year were a result of trees blowing into distribution 

lines from outside the rights-of-way due to high winds. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell Pages 3 of 3 
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Question 10. Provide and discuss any right-of-way maintenance standard which is preferable 

to those identified in questions 1 and 2 above. 

Answer I O .  CRN (Cooperative Research Network), sponsored by NRECA has written a 

comprehensive publication called “Vegetation Management - Project 98-08 

dealing with every aspect of distribution rights-of-way clearing from “Steps in 

Developing an Effective Program” to “Public relations” to “proper pruning 

techniques”, just to name a few of the chapters. I am including a copy of chapter 

4 entitled “Work Practices” as an example, located in Appendix D of this 

document. This would seem to be better than taking a transmission document 

and trying to adapt it to distribution Rights-of-way clearing. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell 
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Clark Enerav is to respond to the followinq question: 

Question 19. Describe the value of the measures described in items 1 thru 4 of Clark's 

response to Question No. 1 in Staffs first data request. 

This is Question 1, part a, from the Staffs first data request restated: 

Question No. 1 : Does utility management measure, monitor, or track distribution reliability? 

Answer: 

Part a: 

Answer: 

Yes. 

If so, describe the measures used and how they are calculated. 

Detail accounts of system outages are entered into Milsoft's Utility Solutions 

Dispatch Software program as they occur noting all pertinent information. 

Multiple reports are then available to break the outages into manageable data for 

evaluation. 

Some of the most used reports are as follows: 

1. Devices out multiple times - Helps track down reoccurring problems 

Completed by Scott Sidwell Pages 1 of 3 
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2. Outage cause report - contains information on specific causes (a list of 

causes are included later in this report) and equipment failure 

(highlights faulty materials and equipment) 

3. Customers affected by area - lists numbers of customers still off in an 

area during an outage. 

4. Monthly outages - reports are made monthly to Clark Energy’s board of 

directors 

5. Monthly outages by feeder - lists substation and individual circuit outage 

numbers. 

RUS requires Cooperatives to track and report an indice on their anntial form 7 

financial and statistical report with the acronym SAID1 (system average 

interruption duration frequency index) that measures the total duration of 

interruptions that a customer would see on average each year. One factor added 

into this equation is extreme storm, which is included in the reliability chart listed 

later in this report 

Another indice reviewed by utility management is CAIDI (customer average 

interruption duration frequency) which measures how efficient we are in restoring 

service after an interruption. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell Pages 2 of 3 
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Internal corporate reliability goals were set and monitored by our board of 

directors in 2006 so they could see what level of reliability the cooperative is 

providing. 

Answer to Question 19 of “Second Data Reauest of Commission Staff to 

Jurisdictional Electric Distribution Utilities” 

Answer 1 - 4 of question 1 illustrates the type of reports that assist Clark Energy 

in measuring, monitoring, and tracking distribution reliability. 

The “Devices out multiple times” report addressed in answer 1 helps us monitors 

repeat outages to determine if an area has problems that occtir over a period of 

months in such a fashion that they are not detected under normal scrutiny. 

Answer 2 deals with a report that we use to monitor causes to search for trends 

in outages such as a particular type of equipment failing or a specific area that 

has higher than normal outages because of rights-of-way issues or other such 

causes. 

Information contained in the “Customer’s affected by area” report noted in 

answer 3 will be used to keep our customers informed via the internet or local 

media outlets in times of extreme weather or circumstances and information to 

meet the PSC reporting requirement will be gleaned from this report as well. 

And finally, the “Monthly Outages” report measures and tracks oiir monthly 

outages in comparison to corporate goals that are reported to our board of 

directors at each monthly board meeting. 

Completed by Scott Sidwell 
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Appendix B 

A. Introduction 
1 Title: Transmission Vegetation Management Program 
2 Number: FAC-003-1 
3 Purpose: To improve the reliability of the electric transmission systems by preventing outages 
from vegetation located on transmission rights-of-way (ROW) and minimizing outages from vegetation 
located adjacent to ROW, maintaining clearances between transmission lines and vegetation on and along 
transinission ROW, and reporting vegetation-related outages of the transmission systems to the respective 
Regional Reliability Organizations (RRO) and the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC). 
4. Applicability: 

4.1. Transmission Owner. 
4.2. Regional Reliability Organization. 
4.3. This standard shall apply to all transmission lines operated at 200 kV and above and to 

any lower voltage lines designated by the RRO as critical to the reliability of the electric system in the 
region. 
5 Effective Dates: 

5.1. One calendar year from the date of adoptioii by the NERC Board of Trustees for 
Requirements 1 and 2. 

Sixty calendar days from the date of adoption by the NERC Board of Trustees for 
Requirements 3 and 4. 

5.2. 

B. Requirements 

R1. The Transmission Owner shall prepare, and keep current, a formal transmission 
vegetation management program (TVNIP). The TVh'fP shall include the Transmission 
Owner's objectives, practices, approved procedures, and work specifications 1 . 
R1.l. The T W  shall define a schedule for and the type (aerial, ground) of ROW vegetation 

inspections. This schedule should be flexible enough to adjust for clianging conditions. 
The inspection schedule shall be based on the anticipated growth of vegetation and any 
other environmental or operational factors that could impact the relationship of 
vegetation to the Tr;uismission Owner's transmission lines. 

R1.2. The Transmission Owner, in the TVMP, shall identify and document clearances 
between vegetation and any overhead, ungrounded suppIy conductors, taking into 
consideration transinission line voltage, the effects of ambient temperature on 
conductor sag under maximum design loading, and the effects of wind velocities on 
conductor sway. Specifically, the Transmission Owner shall establish clearances to be 
achieved at the time of vegetation management work identified lierein as Clearance 1 , 
and shall also establish and maintain a set of clearances ideiitified herein as Clearance 
2 to prevent flashover between vegetation and overhead ungrounded supply 
conductors. 

R1.2.1. Clearance 1 - The Transmission Owner shall determine and document 
appropriate clearance distances to be achieved at the time of transmission 
vegetation management work based upon local conditions and the expected 
time frame in which the Transmission Owner plans to return for future 
vegetation management work. Local conditions may include, but are not 
limited to: operating voltage, appropriate vegetation management 
techniques, fire risk, reasonably anticipated tree and conductor movement, 
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species types and growth rates, species failure characteristics, local climate 
and rainfall patterns, line terrain and elevation, location of the vegetation 
witliin the span, and worker approach distance requirements. Clearance 1 
distances shall be greater than those defined by Clearance 2 below. 

R1.2.2. Clearance 2 - The Transmission Owner shall determine and document specific 
radial clearances to be maintained between vegetation and conductors under all 
rated electrical operating conditions. These minimum clearance distances are 
necessary to prevent flashover between vegetation and conductors and will vary due 
to sucli factors as altitude and operating voltage. These Transmission Owner- 
specific minimum clearance distances shall be no less than those set forth in the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (LEEE) Standard 5 16-2003 (Guide 
for Maintenance Methods on Energized Power LiFzes) and as specified in its Section 
4.2.2.3, Minimum Air Insulation Distances without Tools in the Air Gap. 
R 1.2.2.1 Where transmission system transient overvoltage factors are not known, 

clearances shall be derived from Table 5, IEEE 5 16-2003, phase-to- 
ground distances, with appropriate altitude correction factors applied. 

R1.2.2.2 Where traiismission system transient overvoltage factors are luiown, 
clearances shall be derived from Table 7, IEEE 5 16-2003, phase-to- 
phase voltages, with appropriate altitude correction factors applied. 

R1.3. All personnel directly involved in the design and implementation of the TVMP shall hold 
appropriate qualifications and training, as defined by tlie Transinissioii Owner, to perform 
tlieir duties. 

R1.4. Eacli Transmission Owner shall develop mitigation measures to achieve sufficient 
clearances for the protection of the transmission facilities when it identifies locations on the 
ROW where tlie Transmissioii Owner is restricted from attaining the clearances specified in 
Requirement 1.2.1. 

R 1.5. Each Transmission Owner shall establish and document a process for the immediate 
cominunication of vegetation conditions that present an imminent threat of a transmission 
line outage. This is so that action (temporary reduction in line rating, switching line out of 
service, etc.) may be taken until the threat is relieved. 

R2. The Transmission Owner sliall create and impleinent a11 annual plan for vegetation management 
work to eliswe the reliability of the system. The plan shall describe the methods used, sucli as 
manual clearing, mechanical clearing, herbicide treatment, or other actions. The plan should be 
flexible enough to adjust to changing conditions, taking into consideration anticipated growth of 
vegetation and all other environmental factors that may have an impact on the reliability of the 
transmission systems. Adjustments to the plan shall be documented as they occur. The plan should 
take into consideration tlie time required to obtain permissions or permits from landowners or 
regulatory autliorities. Each Transmission Owner shall have systems and procedures for 
documenting and tracking the planned vegetation management work and ensuring that the 
Vegetation management work was completed according to work specifications. 

R3. The Transmission Owner shall report quarterly to its RRO, or tlie RRO’s designee, sustained 
transmission line outages determined by the Transmission Owner to have been caused by 
vegetation. 

R3.1. Multiple sustained outages 011 an individual line, if caused by the same vegetation, shall be 
reported as one outage regardless of the actual number of outages within a 24hour period. 
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R3.2. The Transmission Owner is not required to report to the RRO, or tlie RRO’s designee, 
certain sustained transmission line outages caused by vegetation: ( 1) Vegetation-related 
outages that result from vegetation falling into lines from outside tlie ROW that result from 
natural disasters shall not be considered reportable (examples of disasters that could create 
non-reportable outages include, but are not limited to, earthquakes, fires, tornados, 
hurricanes, landslides, wind shear, major storms as defined either by the Transmission 
Owner or an applicable regulatory body, ice storms, and floods), and (2) Vegetation-related 
outages due to human or animal activity shall not be considered reportable (examples of 
huinan or animal activity that could cause a non-reportable outage include, but are riot 
limited to, logging, animal severing tree, vehicle contact with tree, arboricultural activities 
or horticultural or agricultural activities, or removal or digging of vegetation). 

R3.3. Tlie outage infonnation provided by the Transmission Owner to the RRO, or the RRO’s 
designee, shall include at a minimum: tlie name of tlie circuit(s) outaged, the date, time 
and duration of tlie outage; a description of tlie cause of the outage; other pertinent 
comments; and any countermeasures taken by the Transmission Owner. 

R3.4. An outage shall be categorized as one of the following: 

R3.4.1. Category 1 - Grow-ins: Outages caused by vegetation growing into lines from 
vegetation inside and/or outside of the ROW; 

R3.4.2. Category 2 - Fall-ins: Outages caused by vegetation falling into lines from 
inside the ROW; 

R3.4.3. Category 3 - Fall-ins: Outages caused by vegetation falling into lines from 
outside tlie ROW. 

R4. The RRO shall report the outage information provided to it by Transmission Owner’s, as 
required by Requirement 3, quarterly to NERC, as well as any actions taken by the RRO as a 
result of any of tlie reported outages. 

C. Measures 

MI. The Transmission Owner has a documented TVMP, as identified in Requirement 1. 

MI. 1. Tlie Transmission Owner has documentation that the Transmission Owner 

MI .2. The Transmission Owner has dociimentatjon that describes the clearances 

performed the vegetation inspections as identified in Requirement 1.1. 

identified iii Requirement 1.2. 

MI .3. The Transmission Owner has docunientation that tlie personnel directly involved in the 
design and implementation of the Transmission Owner’s TVMP hold the qualifications 
identified by tlie Transmission Owner as required in Requirement 1.3. 

meeting the Transmission Owner’s standard for vegetation management and any 
mitigating measures the Transmission Owner has talteii to address these deficiencies as 
identified in Requirement 1.4. 

MI .5. The Transmission Owner has a documented process for tlie immediate communication 
of imminent threats by vegetation as identified in Requirement 1.5. 

M2. The Transmission Owner has documentation that the Transmission Owner implemented 
the work plan identified in Requirement 2. 

M3. The Transmission Owner has documentation that it has supplied quarterly outage reports to 
the RRO, or the RRO’s designee, as identified in Requirement 3. 

M1.4. Tlie Transinission Owner has documentation that it has identified any areas not 
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M4. Tlie RRO has documentation that it provided quarterly outage reports to NERC as identified in 
Requirement 4. 

D. Compliance 

1. Compliance Monitoring Process 

1.1. 

1.2. 

1.3. 

1.4. 

Coinpliaiice Monitoring Responsibility 
RRO 
NERC 

Compliance Monitoring Period and Reset 
One calendar Year 

Data Retention 
Five Years 

Additional Compliance Information 
The Transmission Owner shall demonstrate compliance through self-certification 
submitted to tlie compliance monitor (RRO) annually that it meets the requirements of 
NERC Reliability Standard FAC-003-1. Tlie compliance monitor shall conduct an on- 
site audit every five years or more frequently as deemed appropriate by the compliance 
inoiiitor to review documentation related to Reliability Standard FAC-003-1. Field 
audits of ROW vegetation conditions may be conducted if determined to be necessary 
by the compliance monitor. 

2. Levels of Non-Compliance 

2.1. Level 1 

2.1.1. 

2.1.2. 

2.1.3. 

2.2. Level2: 

2.2.1. 

2.2.2. 

2.2.3. 

2.3. Level 3: 

2.3.1. 

2.3.2. 

The TVMP was incomplete in one of tlie requirements specified in 
any subpart of Requirement 1, or; 

Documentation of the aniiual work plan, as specified in Requirement 2, 
was incomplete when presented to tlie Compliance Monitor during an on- 
site audit, or; 

The RRO provided an outage report to NERC that was incomplete and did 
not contain the information required in Requirement 4. 

Tlie TVMP was incomplete in two of the requirements specified in any 
subpart of Requirement 1, or; 

The Transmission Owner was unable to certifj during its annual self- 
certification that it fully implemented its annual work plan, or documented 
deviations fiom, as specified in Requirement 2. 

The Transmission Owner reported one Category 2 transmission vegetation- 
related outage in a calendar year. 

The Transmission Owner reported one Category 1 or multiple Category 2 
transinission vegetation-related outages in a calendar year, or; 

The Transmission Owner did not maintain a set of clearaiices (Clearance 2), 
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2.3.3 

2.4. Level 4: 

2.4.1. 

2.4.2. 

E. Regional Differences 

None Identified. 

Version History 

as defined in Requirement 1.2.2, to prevent flashover betweeii vegetation and 
overhead ungrounded supply conductors, or; 

The T W  was iiicornplete in three of the requirements specified in any 
subpart of Requirement 1. 

The Transmission Owner reported more than aiie Category 1 transiiiissian 
vegetation-related outage in a calendar year, or; 

The TVMP was iiicomplete in four or more of the requirements specified in 
any subpart of Requirement 1. 

Action 

1. Added “Standard Development 
Roadmap.” 2. Changed “60” to “Sixty” in 
section A, 5.2.3. Added “Propased 
Effective Date: April 7, 2006” to faoter. 4. 
Added “Draft 3: November 17,2005” ta 
footer. 

-- 
Change Tracking 

0 1/20/06 
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66 

I. 

This bulletin provides guidance on recording and reporting service interruptiondoutages, 
and the calculation of industry standard indices for measuring distribution system 
performance. 

AMR (Automated Meter Reading) 

Interruption: A loss of electricity for any period longer than 5 minutes. 

IEEE: The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. 

TVR: Interactive Voice Response. 

Outage: The state of a component when it is not available to perform its intended 
function due to some event directly associated with that component. An outage may or 
may not cause an interniption o fsewice to customers, depending on system 
configuration. This definition does not apply to generation outages. 

SAIDI: System Average Interruption Duration Index. 

SCADA: Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition. 

Power Supply Interruption: Any intemption coming from the transmission system or the 
substation (even if the distribution system owns the substation or transmission system). 
If a distribution system owns a sub-transmission system, it and the sub-transmission to 
distribution substations are considered part of the distribution system. Not included are 
any substation breakers that go to lockout because of a fault on the distribution system. If 
there a delivery point is on the distribution system, intemiptions caused by something on 
the source side of the delivery point would be considered a “power supply” outage. 

Major Event: This is defined in IEEE Standard 1366-2004 and in Appendix 5 of this 
document. A major event represents an interniption or group of interruptions caused by 
conditions that exceed the design and operational limits of the system. 
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Major Event Day: A day in which the daily SAIDI exceeds a threshold value, TMED. For 
the purposes of calculating daily system SAIDI, any interruption that spans multiple 
calendar days is accrued to the day on which the interruption began. Statistically, days 
having a daily system SAIDI greater than TMED are days on which the energy delivery 
system experienced stresses beyond that normally expected (such as severe weather). 
Activities that occur on major event days should be separately analyzed and reported. 

Prearranged Interruption: Any interruption scheduled by the distribution system in order 
for it to safely perform routine maintenance. 

All Other Interruptions: All interruptions excluding power supply, major storm, and 
prearranged. 

PTION REPORTING 

A. The Trouble Ticket 

The generation of a trouble ticket is the first step in interruption reporting. The first goal 
of the trouble ticket is to get as much information as possible about the interruption and 
to pass this information along quickly to the people or systems that need it. 

A trouble ticket is traditionally the result of a telephone call from a member reporting a 
service problem or interruption. These telephone calls have historically been taken by a 
customer service representative (CSR) using a manual “trouble ticket” form. However, 
with newer technology, cooperatives can automate this process and render the traditional 
trouble ticket paperless. 

Cooperative personnel should give thought to the process of interruption data-gathering, 
reporting, and analysis and make a determination of the point at which this data should 
enter into an electronic format. Because of the flexibility of software systems and the 
advent of services and products like call centers and interactive voice response systems, 
the cooperative has many choices to improve its performance in this area. 

1. Manual Trouble Ticket 
The simplest interruption reporting is the use of a form as shown in Appendix 1. A 
cooperative employee could fill out this type form manually as they talk to the 
member on the phone. This same form could be used to dispatch crews and report the 
cause of the interruption and other pertinent information, making a complete record 
of the interruption report. It would be used to generate any intenuption analysis or 
reports the cooperative may find usehl. 

2. Automated Trouble Ticket 
Technology available today provides faster response to larger call volumes and 
allows for interruption data to be quickly assimilated into a computerized outage 
management system. The result is faster response and restoration times, as well as 
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increased customer satisfaction. There are several methods for generating the 
automated trouble ticket, including, but not limited to, the use of SCADA, AMR, WR 
and call centers. For more discussion on these options, see Appendix 3 on page 17. 

Power Major 
Supply Event 

Item 

(a> (b) 
1. Present Year 
2. Five-Year Average 

. The Interruption Report 

Plaiu.led All Other TOTAL, 
(c) (d) (e) 

The interruption report is used to document a service interruption. Typically, an 
interruption report is completed each time a sectionalizing device opens permanently for 
the purpose of clearing a fault or de-energizing a section of line for construction or 
maintenance. 

The report should provide enough information to comply with RUS and the state’s public 
service commission reporting requirements for service reliability/continuity. 
Additionally, the form should capture information that will enable the Coop to calculate 
industry standard reliability indices, as well as to determine the effectiveness of various 
maintenance activities performed by the Cooperative. 

A sample Interruption Report is included in Appendix 2. 

c. 
Cooperatives that borrow funds from RTJS are required to report the system average 
annual interruption minutes per consumer on Form 7 and Form 300. Shown below is 
Part G of Form 7 (Figure 1). The value used in this report is called SAIDI, System 
Average Interruption Duration Index. It is defined in detail in the Definitions Section of 
this Bulletin. 

Form 7 calls for four separate SAIDIs as well at the total interruption time. The 
definitions of the terms used in Part G can be found in Part 11, “Definitions”. 

IV. INTERRUPTION ANALYSIS 

In addition to RUS reporting requirements, it is recommended that Cooperatives track 
additional information about service interruptions for more detailed analysis. The 
purpose of additional analysis is to provide feedback to the Coop’s employees, 
management and board on how we11 the distribution system is serving the members. 
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There have traditionally been two codes associated with interruption reporting: cause 
codes and equipment codes. Every interruption has a cause, but not every intei-ruption 
results in damaged or failed equipment, such as a recloser properly de-energizing a feeder 
when contacted by a tree limb. It is important to recognize the distinction between the 
cause of an interruption other than failed equipment, and a particular piece of equipment 
that is damaged or needs to be replaced. In the case where no equipment was damaged, 
the corresponding code in Figure 4, “0999, No Equipment Failure” would be used. 
Therefore, every interruption will have a cause code and an equipment code associated 
with it even when no equipment is at fault. Recommended cause codes are shown in 
Figure 3, and equipment codes are shown in Figure 4, 

Coop 
Code 

000 

100 
110 
190 

Weather Condition Codes indicate the conditions that existed when the interruption 
occurred; it is not to be confused with the cause code that indicates a weather component 
that might have initiated it. These are shown in Figure 5.  

FORM 7, 
PartG, 
Column Description 

Power supp~y‘  

Planned Outage 
a 4 Power Supply 

C 3 Construction 
C 3 Maintenance 
C 3 Other prearranged 

Voltage Level Codes can be used to identify system behavior that is a function of the 
operating voltage on the damaged components at the time of the interruption. The table 
in Figure 6 indicates the phase-to-phase voltage level, as some systems operate “Wye” 
configurations and others operate ”Delta” configurations. It is generally accepted that 
higher voltage systems are more susceptible to lightning damage because of different 
Basic Insulation Levels (BIL). The cooperative engineer may be able to determine other 
improvements based on this data as well. 

The codes are formatted such that summaiy and high level reports are easy to produce 
based on the data in the interruption report. The cooperative may choose to use 
additional codes for more detailed information and analysis. It is important to note that 
these tables link together the codes that the cooperative may use, as in the first column, 
and the codes prescribed by RUS and by IEEE. 

Cause Codes 
I R U S  1 IEEECODE 1 i 

- 
’ This cause code is used for outages caused by something on equipment not owned by the Distribution Cooperative. 
If an interruption is caused by something on the cooperative’s own transmission system, then a specific cause should 
be used. 

2This cause code should only contain those major event days that are determined using the IEEE “Beta Method” 
described in Part C of this section. 

Interruptions marked as “Cause Unknown” should be further investigated to try to determine probable cause. 
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300 
310 
320 
340 
350 
360 

400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
490 

500 
510 
520 
530 
590 

600 
610 
620 
690 

700 
710 
720 
730 
740 
750 
760 
790 

Equipment or InstallationlDesign 
d 1 Material or Equipment Fault/Failure 
d 10 Installation Fault 
d 10 Conductor Sag or Inadequate Clearance 
d 10 Overload 
d 10 Miscoordination of Protection Devices 
d 10 Other Equipment Install/Design 

d 1 Decay/Age of MateriallEquipment 
d 1 Corrosion/Abrasion of MateriaVEquipment 
d 6 Tree Growth 
d 

d 6 Trees with icelsnow 
d 1 Contamination (Leakage/External) 
d 1 Moisture 
d 6 Cooperative Crew Cuts Tree 
d I O  Maintenance Other 

Weather 
d 2 Lightning 
d 7 Wind Not Trees 
d 7 Ice, Sleet, Frost Not Trees 
d 7 Flood 
d 10 Weather Other 

d 8 S ma I I Anima l/Bi rd 
d 8 Large Animal 
d 8 Animal Damage - Gnawing or Boring 
d 8 Animal Other 

d 5 Customer-Caused 
d 5 Motor Vehicle 
d 5 Aircraft 
d 5 Fire 
d 6 Public Cuts Tree 
d 5 Vandalism 
d 10 Switching Error or caused by construction/maintenance activities 
d 10 Public Other 

Maintenance 

6 Tree Failure from Overhang or Dead Tree without ice/snow 

Animals 

Public 

Other 

Equipment Failure Codes 

Generation or Transmission 
Generation 
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020 Towers, poles and fixtures 
030 Conductors and devices 
040 Transmission substations 
090 Generation or Transmission other 

Distribution Substation 
100 Power transformer 
- 110 Vo l tagegu la to r  
120 Lightning arrester 
130 Source side fuse 
140 Circuit breaker 
150 Switch 
160 Metering equipment 
190 Distribution substation Other 

200 Pole 
21 0 
220 Anchor or guy 
290 Poles and Fixtures Other 

300 Line Conductor 
310 Connector or clamp 
320 Splice or deadend 
330 Jumper 
340 Insulator 
350 Lightning arrester line 
360 
370 
390 

400 Primary Cable 
410 Splice or fitting 
420 Switch 
430 Elbow arrester 
440 Secondary cable or fittings 
450 Elbow 
460 Pothead or terminator 
490 Underground other 

Line Transformer 
500 Transfromer bad 
510 Transformer fuse or breaker 
520 Transformer arrester 
590 Line transformer other 

600 Secondary or Service Conductor 
610 Metering equipment 
620 Security or street light 

Poles and Fixtures, Distribution 

Crossarm or crossarm brace 

Overhead Line Conductors and Devices, Distribution 

Fuse cutout (damaged, malfunction, maintenance) 
Recloser or sectionalizer (damaged, malfunction, maintenance) 
Overhead line conductors and devices, distribution other 
Underground Line Conductors and Devices, Distribution 

Secondaries and Services 
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690 

999 

Weat her Codes 

Secondary and service other 
No Equipment Damaged 
No Equipment Failure 

010 
020 
030 
040 

Sleet 
Extreme Cold 
Extreme Heat 
Weather Other 
Clear, calm 

Rain 
Lightning 
Wind 
Snow 

Voltage Level Codes I 
001 < KV(SecondarylLow Voltage) 

002 5 KV 
003 15 KV 
004 25 KV 
005 35 KV 
006 60 KV 
007 > 60 KV 

A. Use and Analysis of Interruption 

The time spent collecting the data described above will be wasted unless it is analyzed 
and the results used as a tool to improve the distribution system performance. 

There are many ways the data can be useful. For example, intemption records, which 
included data on equipment failures, led utilities to discover that two lightning arrester 
manufacturers had bad batches of arresters which were resulting in premature failures. 
Another utility used information on lightning damage and location to determine lightning 
prone areas in their territory. They then selectively improved the grounding only in these 
areas. This resulted in a least-cost reduction in interruptions due to lightning and also 
reduced equipment damage. 
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The goal of all of this is to reduce the number and duration of interruptions. To 
determine if you are spending your money wisely and truly reducing interruptions, you 
must keep consistent data over many years to show trends. 

W. Definition And Use of the Major Indices 

In this section we will discuss the definition of the most significant interruption-related 
indices and calculations. The following three indices should be calculated: 

SADI-- System Average Interruption Duration Index 
SAIFI-- System Average Interruption Frequency Index 
CADI-- Customer Average Interruption Duration Index 

The IEEE Standard 1366-20043 defines SAIDI as the total duration of interruption for the 
average customer during a predefined period of time (usually one calendar year). It is 
measured in customer minutes. 

Sum of Customer Interruption Durations (over the period desired) 
Total Number of Customers Served 

SAD1 = 

As stated above, SAIDI is usually calculated for a calendar year or “year-to-date”, but for 
major event calculations, daily SAIDI values should be recorded. The starting time for 
the duration of the interruption calculation is determined by the time the cooperative 
knows about the interruption either by automated means or by the first phone call from 
the affected area. Interruptions where the customer indicates that the repair can be 
scheduled for a later date should be counted as an interruption, but with a duration being 
the estimated amount of time required to repair the problem, including travel time. 

The total number of customers served is the average number of customers served over the 
defined time period. (The sum of the monthly customer count divided by the number of 
months.) This number should be the same as on the RUS Form 7 except that Public 
Street and Highway Lighting should not be included. (Security or safety lights, billed to 
a residential customer, should not be counted on the Form 7) 

SAIFI is the number of interruptions that the average customer experiences during the 
year (or month or day). Interruption recovery time has no effect on this index. 

Total number of customers interrupted 
Total nuniber of customers served 

SAIFI = 

CADI  is the average amount of time that a customer is without power for a typical 
interruption. It is primarily detennined by response time to a reported interruption. 
However, the number of customers affected by an interruption can affect CADI  because 

Guide for Electric Power Distribution Reliability Indices. IEEE P1366-2004, Copyright 0 2003 by the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Inc. 
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the distribution system has limited resources to respond to an interruption that covers an 
extensive portion of their territory. 

SAD1 
SAIFI 

CADI = ____. 

e. Determination of a Major Event 

There are certain things that are beyond the control of the distribution system, primarily 
natural disasters. Form 7 requires that the SAIDI for these intemptions be reported 
separately in Part G, Column (b), ”Major Event” and not be included in Part G, Column 
(d), “All Other”. 

To date there has been no hard and fast rule of what constitutes a major event. It was 
usually defined as an event that lasted a specified period of time and which caused an 
interruption for at least a specified number of customers. 

For example, an ice storm that results in intemptions of up to ten days and causes an 
interruption for 80% of customers is clearly a major event. In this case, the interruption 
records would be kept separately for this event. In calculating the SAIDI for the year, the 
interruptions from this event should be included in Column b. 

What about a severe thunderstorm that caused some customers interruptions of up to 25 
hours and where 5% of the customer experience some kind of interruption because of it? 
Is this a major event or not? Some distribution systems would say yes and others would 
say no. 

It is very desirable to be more consistent across the nation and to take into account the 
fact that distribution systems with lower SAIDI’s should have a lower threshold for what 
constitutes a “Major Event”. The IEEE Working Group on System Design within the 
Distribution Subcommittee has carefully analyzed the situation and has developed a 
statistical approach to determine a threshold daily S A D I  level that determines a ”Major 
Event Day”. They have defined a major event as a interruption or series of interruptions 
that exceeds reasonable design and or operational limits of the electric power system. 
With the issuance of this Bulletin, RUS encourage all cooperatives to start using this 
approach. All outages that occur during a day determined to be a Major Event Day 
should be reported in RUS Form 7, Part G, Column (b). 

This methodology is fully described in IEEE 1366, “Guide for Electric Power 
Distribution Reliability Indices” and in Appendix A of this Bulletin. The calculation 
involves taking the daily S A D I  values for the last five years and taking the natural 
logarithm of each value in the data set. For those who have an automated system of 
recording reliability information, this calculation should be easily obtainable. For those 
who use a manual system, RUS has developed a simple Access Database Form to 
determine the threshold level for major event days. The form is available to download 
from the RUS web site http://www.usda.rzov/rus/electric/forms/index.htm. 
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The Interruption Reporting Form (Appendix A) is utilized to calculate the values 
required on RTJS form 7, Part G. No other analysis is performed by this database. 

D. Step Restoration Process 

When service is restored in several steps, the calculations should be made separately and 
then added together. The explanation used by the IEEE can be found in appendix 5. 

V. SERVICE CONTINUITY OBJECTIVES 

A. Demand For Good Service 

Rural electric, systems now provide power to everything from the peanut farm to the 
computer network server farm. As utility service entities, cooperatives should strive to 
provide the level of service needed by the load, consistent with the cost the customer is 
willing to bear. Approaching reliability from the customer’s perspective will help 
cooperative personnel develop appropriate levels of service for the customer’s benefit. 
goal may be to improve the CAIDI for a feeder by 20 minutes, or it may be to reach an 
“Average System Availability Index (ASAI) of “four nines” (99.99%). 

A 

In some instances, extreme levels of reliability may be needed which are beyond the 
cooperative’s ability to provide when considering such things as feeder lengths or degree 
of environmental exposure, frequency of storms, extreme terrain, cost, etc. A joint 
approach may be used that involves adding facilities on the customer’s premises that are 
owned and maintained by the customer, to achieve these high requirements. The 
cooperative may agree to meet a minimum reliability number supplemented by customer- 
owned backup equipment. 

RTJS guidelines for service reliability should take into consideration those areas that are 
controllable by the individual borrower and those items that are not. All interniption 
categories should be analyzed to determine if they are acceptable with regard to customer 
expectations. The cooperative should look at each category when determining/modifying 
operating and design practicedcriteria. The Power Supplier should be consulted if Power 
Supply interruptions are excessive. For RUS Form 300, Part 11, 7(a), the “All Other” 
classification will be the primary category for evaluation. The table below shows the 
current RUS guideline: 

I Uescription I All Other SAID1 , In Minutes I 

B. Establishing Reliability 

When the cooperative sets a goal of reliability, personnel can then take a proactive role in 
bringing it about through system planning and budgeting. A thorough analysis of 
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interruption causes, number of accounts affected, and durations can tell the engineering 
and operations staff where to concentrate their efforts. Listed below are several areas to 
consider for review: 

Right - o f- Way Clearing 
Level of Lightning Protection 
System Grounding 
Pole Treatment/Maintenance 
Construction Practices 
Level of System Automation 

Sectionalizing Scheme 
Response Time 
Personnel Deployment 
TJse of Wildlife Guards 
Loading Levels for Ice and Wind 
Line Patrolling Activities 

By prioritizing likely contributors of interruptions, the engineer is better able to target 
capital expenditures for the near term to improve the system’s overall performance. 
Long-term benefits of pursuing a continuous improvement in reliability include increased 
customer satisfaction, lower maintenance expenses, lower demands on operations 
personnel, better system Performance during extreme weather events, and improved 
safety for lineworkers and the general public. Specific action to be taken by the 
cooperative to achieve or maintain a satisfactory interruption level should be addressed in 
the Construction Work Plan. 

3. Other Indices 

There are several other indices that the cooperative might want to use. Three of these-- 
SAM,  SAIDI, and CAIDI-- were discussed above. One other that might be considered is 
MAIFI (Momentary Average Interruption Frequency Index). This is a measure of the 
number of breaker operations that do not go to lock-out. This could be used as means to 
measure system coordination. It might also be used as one measure of the quality of the 
power supply by recording momentary transmission interruptions. 

4. Normalization For Weather 

The weather varies across the country. It also varies from year to year. Most 
thunderstorms are not considered major events but they can have a dramatic effect on the 
number of customer interruptions throughout the year. By normalizing the interruption 
data to a ”typical” year with regards to lightning, it is possible to see more clearly the 
condition of the system. A plot of the number of customer interruptions versus the 
number of cloud-to-ground lightning strikes may illuminate a system’s improvement in 
protection, or decline if arrestors and grounding are not maintained. 
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DATE 

n SERVICE OFF ENTIRELY n NEIGHBORS ALSO OFF n SERVICE DROP DOWN 

n CHECKED FUSES 
n LIGHTS DIM 

RECL.OSER OR TAP LOCATION 

ACTION TAKEN 

TIME 
I 

RECEIVED BY 

REPORTED BY PHONE NO TIME POWER WENT OFF 

RESTORED SERVICE TO TIME 

RESTORED SERVICE TO TIME 

RESTORED SERVICE TO TIME 

I I 

MATERIAL OR EQUIPMENT; CAUSE OF INTERRUPTION CODES 

REMARKS 

I 

REVIEWED BY 

Dispatcher Superintendent Engineer 
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I I 

FEEDER 

DISTRICT 

CAIJSE 

LOCATION OF CAUSE 

ASSIGNED TO TIME TRIJCIC NO. 

L I I I 

RESTORED SERVICE TO DATE TIME NO CUSTOMERS 

RESTORED SERVICE TO DATE TIME NO CIJSTOMERS 

RESTORED SERVICE TO DATE TIME NO CUSTOMERS 

TOTAL CUSTOMERS 

REVIEWED BY 

CUSTOMER-MINUTES 

CUSTOMER-MINUTES 

CUSTOMER-MINUTES 

TOTAL CUSTOMER-MINUTES 

Dispatcher Superintendent Engineer 

MATERIAL OR EQUIPMENT 
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Call Center 

Call Centers have grown out of a need by cooperatives to handle larger call volumes with a 
person rather than a machine. The call center can either be staffed in-house by cooperative 
employees or outsourced to a call center at a different location. Due to economics or the desire 
to have high volume call handling capabilities with live customer service representatives out- 
sourcing may be the way to go for many cooperatives. In either case, the customer service 
representative will talk to the member gathering information needed to identify the member and 
the location of the interruption, including any other information the member may have about the 
interniption. The customer service representative may also be able to share information about 
the interruption with the member if they are already aware of the interruption. Call centers could 
then electronically forward this information to the appropriate operating personnel for 
dispatching and service restoration or as input to an interruption management system. In some 
cases, if properly equipped, the call center may actually dispatch the trouble ticket to the crew 
doing restoration. 

Successful operation of a call center involves being sure the customer service representatives are 
trained to provide a positive image of the cooperative. The member should not be able to tell if 
the customer service representative (CSR) is a cooperative employee or an employee of an 
outsource call center. These CSRs should have fast reliable access to a customer database that 
will quickly provide account location and status (Le., off for non-payment). This database 
should be updated at least daily. Theses CSRs should also have access to information 
concerning status of interruptions so they can keep members informed as the interruption 
progresses. 

Interactive Voice Response Systems (IVR) 

If a cooperative is willing to use advance call answering technologies they may want to 
investigate the use of an IVR system. These systems use electronic voice messaging to handle 
large call volumes fast and efficiently. These systems are especially attractive if the cooperative 
is using an automated interruption management system. Again, as in the call center application, 
these systems can either be implemented in-house or outsourced to third party vendors. Often 
this decision is based on a cooperative’s ability to size their incoming phone lines to handle the 
phone traffic needed on large interruptions. For example, the existing cooperative capability 
may be only 12 - 24 incorning lines, while third party facilities may be capable of over SO0 
incoming lines. This increased call handling capability is especially critical if the cooperative is 
using an automated interruption management system. The cooperative may also consider using 
an emergency overload system where the calls go to the third party only after a set call volume is 
reached. 
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An IVR system works very similar to a call center except the customer is talking to a machine 
and not a live person. However, with advance speech recognition systems becoming more 
common, these systems are becoming more and more member friendIy. 

IVR systems require access to a current customer database giving account location and status 
(i.e. off for non-payment). Most IVR systems use member phone numbers for account 
recognition. This can be done using caller ID systems or by the member entering their phone 
number in response to a request from the IVR. Using phone numbers as account recognition 
requires cooperatives to be diligent in keeping phone numbers current for all accounts and in the 
case of multiple accounts the IVR system must have a method of distinguishing which account is 
actually out. This can be done by the IVR using text messaging of some account location field, 
which would uniquely identify the location to the member; or the IVR, using speech recognition, 
could ask the member to leave a message describing the proper location. If both of these 
methods failed the IVR could simply forward the member to a live person for resolution. 

IVR systems also have the ability, when tied to an interruption management system, to give 
members feedback on interruption status and restoration time. 
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The following case illustrates the step restoration process. A feeder serving 1,000 customers 
experiences a sustained interniption. Multiple restoration steps are required to restore service to 
all customers. The table shows the times of each step, a description and associated customer 
interruptions and minutes they were affected in a time line format. 

Duration (Minutes) 

4s 

60 

Customer- 
minutes of 
Interruption 

22,500 

18,000 
I 500 customers still out of service. 

1 :oo I Additional 300 customers restored; 1 300 

Relative 
Time 

0o:oo 
00:45 

Description Customers 
1,000 customers interrupted. 
500 customers restored; 500 

1:lO 

1:30 
2:oo 

200 customers still out of service. 
Feeder trips again, 800 previously 
restored customers interrupted again. 
(200 remained out and were not 
restored at this time.) 
800 customers restored again. 800 
Final 200 customers restored. 200 

Example SAIFI = 1,800/1,000 = 1 .S interruptions 
Example CAIDI = 80,.500/1,800 = 44.7 minutes 
Example SAID1 = 80,.500/1,000 = 80.5 minutes 

Totals: 

The graph below shows the steps as they happened: 

1,800 
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#I customers tr# 

0o:oo 00:45 01:oo 0l:lO 01:30 0290 

The following process ("Beta Method") is used to identify major event days (MEDs). Its purpose 
is to allow major events to be studied separately from daily operation, and in the process, to 
better reveal trends in daily operation that would be hidden by the large statistical effect of major 
events. This approach supercedes previous major event definitions. 

A major event day is a day in which the daily system SAIDI exceeds a threshold value, TMED. 
The SAIDI index is used as the basis of this definition since it leads to consistent results 
regardless of utility size and because SAIDI is a good indicator of operational and design stress. 
Even though SAIDI is used to determine the major event days, all indices should be calculated 
based on removal of the identified days. 

In calculating daily system SAIDI, any interruption that spans multiple days is accrued to the day 
on which the interruption begins. 

The major event day identification threshold value, Z',,,, is calculated at the end of each 
reporting period as follows: 

1. Collect values of daily SAIDI for five sequential years ending on the last day of the last 
complete reporting period. If fewer than five years of historical date are available, use all 
available historical data until five years of historical data are available. 

2. Only those days that have a positive SAIDUDay value will be used to calculate the TMED. 
Exclude the days that have no interruptions. 

3. Take the natural logarithm, (In) of each daily SAIDI value in the data set. 
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4. Find a (Alpha), the average of the logarithms (also known as the log-average) of the data 
set. 

5.  Find !3 (Beta), the standard deviation of the logarithms (also known as the log-standard 
deviation) of the data set. 

6. Compute the major event day threshold, TMED, using the equation below. 

7. Any day with daily SAID1 greater than the threshold value T ~ ~ E D  that occurs during the 
subsequent reporting period is classified as a major event day. 
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Practices 

In This Section: Work specifications; tiee removal; tree pruning; incompatible target brush 
management; Integrated Vegetation Management; inconipatible target brush species inanagement 
technique selection; woody residue management 

Work practices (Figwe 4.1) are the methods and 
techniques used to miintain trees and control 
incompatible target brush species. Improper 
work practices can be costly, can increase 
regrowth rates following maintenance, can have 
negative impacts on vegetation health and 
aesthetics, and can cletiimentally affect public 
relations. Pioper worlc practices help to masi- 
mize the effectiveness of line clearance expen- 
ditures, minimize environmental impacts, and 
improve public relations. The consistent imple- 
mentation of propel work practices is therefore 

essential when cleveloping or maintaining a 
cost-effective vegetation management program. 

Tlie vegetation management techniques 
described in this section are recognized by the 
electric utility industry as the best nianageinent 
practices available for maintaining trees and 
controlling incompatible target brush species 
within the right-of-way (WW) on an overhead 
electric system. Co-ops wishing to optimize the 
effectiveness of expenclitures shoulcl ensure that 
vegetation management activities generally 
adhere to these best practices. 
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THE ECONOMICS OF TREE REMOVAL 
Electric utility data from across the United States 
consistently show that the cost to ieniove many 
ttees is approxilnately equal to, and sometimes 

ciatecl with pruning the 
same trees Figure 4.3 
shows typical utility 
data illustrating this 
point The data also 
show tlxit removal 
costs vary significantly 
in relation to tree size, 
so removal of laige- 
cliaiiietei trees is not 
aiways cost-effective. 

When evaluating 
removal candidates, a 
general 3 to 1 rule 
should be  appliecl :IS an 
initial guideline. If :I 

removd candiclate 

it should be pruned Otherwise, removal should 
be pursued. As a utility begins to accumulate 
cost and production data for trees on its system, 
these guidelines can be refined based on actual 
costs that are experienced and corporate goals 
for the line clearance program. 

TREE REPLACEMENT 
UtiliKies sonietimes encounter resistance from 
pioperty owners when tree removal is pnrsuecl, 
particularly when the removal candidate is an 
ornamental or landscape tree in an ur1m-i or 
residential area. Many utilities have found that a 
tree replacement program can be aclvantageous 
when seeking pernlission to remove trouble- 
some trees. Utilities have also found that a tree 
replacernent program can enhance their iinage 
as a good corporate neighbor. 

To be cost-effective, replacement trees 
shotild not be offered on a one-to-one basis. 
Rather, a co-op should be selective when icienti- 
fying candidates. 

The most common and effective approach to 
iinpleinenting a tree replacement program is 
also one of the simplest. If negotiations with a 
property owner to remove a tree have failed, a 
voucher far the purchase of a replacement tree 
can then be offered in exchange for permission 
to remove the existing tree. The voucher can be 

less than, the costs asso- , 

Removal Costs 
...+ Top-Pruning Costs 

a, -e- Side-Pruning Costs 

I= 
Q 

L 
a, 
Q 

ffl 
w 

s 
z 

a 
0) 

a, 
E! 

4- 1 2" 12-18" 18-24" 24+ 

DIAMETER CLASS (Diameter at Breast Height) 

Comparison based on data obtained from one of ECl's clients 
would talie more thnn 
3 times longel to 
remove than to prune, 
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Work 
Specifications 

Work specifications are a critical component of 
an effective vegetation management program. 
Without adequate work specifications, a co-op 
will have difficulty ensuiing that proper work 
practices and operating procedures are being 
followed. Include detailed work specifications in 
all vegetation management contracts 

Proper work specifications should clearly state 
how all tree work and incompatible target brush 
control is to be completed Vegetation manage- 
ment crews sho~ild adhere to the established 

specifications. Regular crew evaluations will 
guarantee that specifications are being followed. 

Include clearance guidelines, proper pruning 
techniques, tree removal criteria, target brush 
species control techniques, and other effective 
work practices in vegetation management speci- 
fications. Appendix A contains a sample set of 
specifications that coincide with the recom- 
mended best management practices presented in 
this manual. 

Trees that glow in proximity to overhead electri- 
cal facilities must be pruned or removed to pre- 
vent interference with service reliability and to 
maintain system safety. As discussed in the Tree 
Pruning subsection, pruning is only a temporary 
measure. Removal provides permanent clear- 
ance if a herbicide is applied to the surface of 
the freshly cut stump. 

Tree Removal 

Tree removal, in conjunction with a selective 
herbicide application to prevent sprouting, will 
provide both short- and long-term benefits. An 
aggressive tree removal program is an integral 
component of :in effective line clearance program. 

Tree removal is tlie only way to reduce or 
maintain tlie size of the existing vegetation 
workload. In fact, many utilities have found that, 

if they are not removing approximately 10% to 
20% of the total tree workload each mainte- 
nance cycle, the tree workload expands and 
maintenance costs increase. An aggressive tree 
removal program is crucial to preventing con- 
tinual expansion of the tree workload and con- 
trolling long-term costs. 

There ale two common misconceptions in 
the utility vegetation management industry 
regarding tree removal: 

1 It costs too much to remove trees, and 
removal should be avoided. 

2. As many trees as possible should be 
removed, regardless of their size or location 

Both of these extreme approaches are incorrect 
and point out the need to develop flexible, yet 
specific, tree removal guidelines. 

tree removal efforts on fast-growing, small- 
diameter trees located beneath conductors in 
niral areas (Figure 4.2). Landscape and orna- 
mental trees located in urban or residential areas 
are usually not good removal candidates unless 
an evaluation determines that removal would be 
beneficial. If a tree is dead, dying, diseased, or 
sti-ucturally unsound and poses an imminent 
hazard to electrical facilities, it should be pruned 
to eliminate the hazard or removed regardless of 
its size or location. 

In general, electric co-ops should concentrate 
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regulated to include only those species that will 
not grow too tall and ultimately come into con- 
tact with overhead electrical facilities Figure 4.4 
shows examples of compatible tiees planted 
beneath overhead lines. 

species that are suitable for planting beneath 
overhead utility lines Co-ops should consult 
with local tree boards, area university extension 
services, and local nurseries when developing a 
list of tree species that are compatible with over- 
head wires 

Appendix B contains a list of some common 

redeemed at a local nrirsery, and the property 
ownei is then responsible Foi phnting and 
maintaining tlie tree 

not eventually thieaten system integrity or 
safety, replacement tree programs should he 

To malie certain that ieplacenient trees will 

Pniiiing refeis to the L I S ~  of widely recognized, 
proper arlioricultural technicliies to i'einove limbs 
or branches from a tree Tiiiiiming is tlie use of 
incorrect techniques to achieve the saiiie goal. 

The majority of tlie trees on an  electric co- 
op's clistribution system will typically require 
periodic pruning to maintain aclequ;ite clearance 
from overhe;id electrical fac 
ongoing, temporary method OF contioiling or 
maintaining tree growth. 

The primary goal when pruning trees slior.ild 
be to establish aclequate clearance lietween tree 
limbs and oveiheacl electrical facilities, which 
iiiiniiiiizes potential impacts oii systeiii reli:ibility 
and safety Secondary gods slioi.rlcl be to 
maximize tlie length of time between pruning 
aiid to minimize inipacts to tree health and 
appearance These secondary goals c:tn be 
accomplished by iiiipleiiienting proper pruning 
techniques (Figures 4 5, 4.6, and 4 7 )  

Proper pi-uning techniques can direct growth 
away from tlie conductois hy taking advantage of 
;I tree's natwil  growth tendencies. Studies have 

Tree pruning clocumented that properly pruned trees grow 
toward the conductors at a rate that is 25% to 
50% slower than improperly trimmed trees (Fig- 
ures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10). Proper pruning makes 
good economic sense because it extends the 
control period between maintenance activities. 

natural defense mechanisms to function and 
react to tlie stresses of pruning. Branches that 
have been properly pruned back to a suitable 
parent limb or the main trunk also look more 
natural than leaving unsightly stubbed branches 
throughout the crown of a tree. 

Proper pruning techniques also allow a tree's 

Most coniferous trees are not capable of 
resprouting when branches are properly 
pruned back to the main trunk Some 

southern pine species will produce regrowth following 
pruning, but the growth is usually limited and largely 
dependent on environmental factors Therefore, conifers 
that are properly side pruned back to the main trunk 
typically do not require maintenance in the future, which 
results in long-term cost savings 
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Electric co-op tree pruning should generally 

aclhere to American National Stanclarcls Institute 
(ANSI) Std. A300l or Dr. Alex Sliigo’s booklet 
titled Pn~r?it?g Trees Near Electric Utility L i i w s . 2  
Both publications present what are recognized 
by the utility line clearance industry as best 
management practices for utility tree pruning. 

proper arboricultural work. However, ideal 
pruning techniques may not always be coni- 
patible with a co-op’s primary goal of providing 
safe and reliable clearance, ancl variations may 
be necessaiy when pruning individual trees. 
Appendix C provides aclclitional information on 
tlie application of proper pi,uning techniques to 
specific co-op tree conditions. 

If trees on an electric co-op’s distribution 
system have been improperly tiininied in the 
past, making a change to proper pruning tech- 
niques will requii,e considerable effort, and 
training will liliely be necessary All crews com- 
pleting line clearance work should be required 
to aclhere to a common set of specifications that 
include proper pniniiig practices. Periodic 
evaluations of work that has been completed 
will help to ensue  proper techniques are being 
Lisecl. Co-op personnel responsible for super- 
vising line cleaiance work slioulcl have a com- 
plete understanding of proper pnining practices 
so they can effectively evaluate work that has 
been completed 

Co-ops may also encounter opposition from 
property owners and tlie public when a change 
in pruning techniques occuis Many people be- 
come used to seeing tiees maintained in a cei- 
tain way, whether it is through the use of proper 
pruning oi improper triiivliing techniques, and 
they may not unclerstancl why ti ees suclclenly 
look different h ongoing public relations effort 
may be necessaiy to keep the public informed 
of tlie benetits of proper pruning techniques. 

These standards provicle limits and criteria for 

’Available from American National Standards Institute, 1 1  West 42nd Street, New York, NY 10036 
*Available from Shigo and Trees, Associates, 4 Denbow Road, Durham, NH 03824 
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A tree located beneath conductors that has 
been rounded over or topped in the past is 
often very difficult to prune properly. In such 

cases, removal of the tree is often the most 
arboriculturally sound option. 

lncomnatible The electric utility vegetation manage- 
ment industry typically defines trees 
as species with woody stems greater Target Brush 

I Management than 4 inches diameter at breast 
height (4.5 feet above ground) that 
mature at heights greater than 20 feet. 
Immature tree stems (woody species 
less than 4 inches diameter at breast 
height and with the capability to 
exceed 20 feet in height) are defined 
as incompatible target brush for the 
purposes of this manual. 

not all low-height vegetation on a 
R/W will eventually niatuie and pose 
a threat to overhead electiical facili- 
ties. Small trees with low mature 
heights (Figure 4.1 l), shrubs, grasses, 
etc., are considered to be compatible 
with overhead electrical facilities. It 
is neither cost-effective no1 beneficial 
to the environment to control this 
vegetation. Compatible, low-growing 
vegetation can also help to reduce the 

It should be clearly understood that 
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occurrence of tall-growing species (Fig- 
ure 4 121, which helps to reduce vege- 
tation management costs. Compatible 
vegetation should therefore be retained 
and encouraged as much as possible. 

Imnxttuie trees (target brush) are a 
component of the vegetation workload 
that is sometimes overlooked because 
they typically do not pose an immediate 
threat to system reliability or safety. 
However, ignoring incompatible target 
brush and allowing it to mature can 
increase maintenance costs, impede or 
pi'event accessibility to facilities, and 
result in a significant increase to the tree 
workload as it matures. Incompatible 
target brush species can also threaten 
system reliability and safety as they 
matiire and reach conductor heights. 

Aggressive incompatible target brush 
species control is crucial in preventing 
future expansion of a co-op's vegetation 
worltloarl and ftiture cost increases. The 
methods wed  to control incompatible 
target brush also have an impact on 
cost-effectiveness Since target br~isli 
conditions, geography, terrain, and 
demographics all vary within a given 
co-op's service a m ,  a variety of methods 
should be implemented to control incom- 
patible target brush species. 

Integrated 
Vegetation 
Management 

Integrated Vegetation Management (IVM) is il 
pest control concept borrowed from Integratecl 
Pest Management (IPi'vI) that considers biologi- 
cal, chemical, cultuial, and physical ( e  g., 
mechanical and manual) methods to control 
unclesirable vegetation The method that is 
implemented to control undesirable vegetation 
at any given location is selected on the basis of 
ti'eatment effectiveness, site chaiacteristics, envi- 
ronmental inipacts (including impacts to clesir- 
able, non-target vegetation species), safety, and 
economics. Flexibility is a key aspect of IVM 

Properly implemented, IVM is recognized as a 
methodology that encompasses a range of 
industry-established best practices I t  is therefore 

an integral component of an effective vegetation 
management program. 

In general, physical or chemical control meth- 
ods ale tlie most appropriate incompatible target 
bnish control options for a given electric system 
Biological controls (e.g., grazing by minials) 
and cultural controls (e.g., using fire to eliminate 
unclesirable vegetation) hwe extremely limited 
application and are seldom used as utility vege- 
tation maintenance techniques However, tlie 
retention of low-growing, compatible vegetation 
on the n/W (Figure 4.13) will inhibit tlie fiiture 
growth of incompatible species and is therefore 
consiclered a form of biological control. 
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At any given site, the method selected to control 
incompatible target bnish species has a direct 
impact on the vegetation communities that 
result following maintenance, In general, non- 
herbicide physical maintenance techniques 
(e.g., hand cutting and mowing) will encourage 
the proliferation of incompatible broadleaf Lxush 
species through stump sprouting, and in some 
species root slicltering, thus creating a worse 
incoiiipatible target brush problem than previ- 
ously existed prior to the treatment. The use 
of herbicides will reduce stem densities of 
incompatible target species and piovide long- 
term control of vegetation, thus reducing 
long-term maintenance expenditures 

The selection of an incompatible target brush 
species iixiintenance technique for a given area 
will be dictated by a number of factors. Target 

Incompatible 
Target Brush 

Management 
Species 

Techniaue 
Selection 

brush height and density will be the most im- 
portant criteria in determining the appropriate 
control technique to employ. Additional factors 
that help determine an appropriate control 
niethocl are terrain conditions, density of 
low-growing compatible vegetation, restrictions 
to maintenance practices (e.g., land use or 
public sensitivity), and the availability of exper- 
tise to successfully implement and monitor 
certain control methods such as specialized 
herbicide applications. 

Figure 4.14 will assist in developing initial 
incompatible target bnish management pres- 
criptions on the basis of general site conditions. 
The flowchart provides an inclication of the 
complexities that are involved in selecting 
appropriate target species control methods. 
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Is brush 
more than 

80% conifers? 

I No Yes\ 

more than medium to high 
6-8 feet tall? density? 

Is herbicide use 
prohibited on site 

(e.g., sensitive areas, 
extreme Dublic 

Hand Cut** 

High-Volume 
medium to high Foliar Herbicide 

density? 

I 

Yes Are standing Yes Is brown-out dead stems 
a concern? a concern? 

I I - 

Low-Volume 
Foliar Herbicide 

Dormant 
Low- V o l ~  me 

Basal Herbicide 
Application 

*This flowchart is a general guideline for prescribing an appropriate brush control treatment for a specific right-of-way site, 

**If herbicide use is permitted on the site, cut stumps of deciduous trees could be treated with herbicide to control sprouting 
but adequate training and experience are essential for successful implementation. 
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Tlie chart is not iiiteiicled to replace the 

expertise and esperience that should be pro- 
vided by vegetation inanageiiient professionals. 
Co-ops shoulcl retain in-house st.Jff with vegeta- 
tion nlanageinent expel tise and/or consult with 
vegetation iiiailageinent contractors, consultants, 
and cheinical coinpaiiy representatives before 
proceeding with iinpleinentiilg sophisticatecl 
EVM strategies to control vegetqt' ion. 

nical expertise are pc t icu ldy  critical when 
implementing :I program that includes herbi- 
cide applications. A successful IVM program 
ancl general public acceptance of herbicide iise 
will depend on an electric co-op's coiiiinitinent 
to a coordinated ancl professiorml effort to en- 
sure the protection of both huinan health and 
the environment. 

A professioilal approach and sufficient tech- 

HAND CUTTING 
Hand cutting L I S ~ S  a chain saw or brush s:iw to 
reinove undesirable target vegetation Maiid cut- 
ting (Figuie 4.15) is the preferred maintenance 
technique For sites where obstacles (e.g , rocks, 

poles, or tower Iiases) exist oi terrain conditions 
prevent access by mowing equipinelit ancl 
wheie herbicides cannot be used. 

tion of the above-ground porTion of rinclesirable 
target species Compatible low-growing species 
are typically retaiiled with this method, and a 
high level of selectivity a n  be achieved. 

Unfortiinately, hand cutting only affects the 
above-ground portion of the vegefation that is 
being maintainecl. Tlie root collar area of the (:ut 
vegetation remains intact and viable, and hand 
cutting typically results in vigorous stiiinp 
sprouting (Figure 4.16) ancl, in some species, 
root sucliering as well. 

The rapid g io t ih  a d  multiple steins that 
typically follow hand cutting (Figure 4.17) can 
increase incompatible target species stein 
densities significantly, resulting in a worse target 
species problem than previously existed. Tlie 
control provicled by hand cutting is short term, 
and the use of this teclmique alone should be 
limitecl. Long-term control of tnrget species that 
have the capability of resprouting can only be 

achieved by applying a herbicicle to 
the sui-face of the cLit stump iinnie- 
di:itely following cutting (see Cut 
stump subsection on page 29). 

When hand cutting target vegeta- 
tion, steins should be cut as close to 
the ground as possible, ancl stump 
heights should typically not exceed 
.3 inches. Cuts shoiilcl not be macle on 
an angle, which results in pointed 
stumps that can be lxizarclous to 
humans, animals, ancl equipment. 

I-IancI cutting can be performed at 
any site that is accessible to workers 
This technique can lie employed at 
any time of the year except when 
deep snow pievents cutting close to 

f-hiid cutting should generally be 
liinited to sites where target species 
stem densities are light to moderate and 
inowing is not econoinically feasible, 
and in areas where it is preferable to 
control incompatible target steins by 
cutting them at ground level. 

Hand cutting results in the iinmediate eliinina- 

groLlnd level. 
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MOWING 
Mowing consists of mechanically cutting in- 
compatible target species with a laige cutting 
machine attached to a tr:iclied 01 rubber-tired 
vehicle. See Figue 4 18 Although there are 
numerous sizes and configurations of mowing 
equipment available, cutting heads foi utility 
vegetation ~iiaintenance generally f d l  into two 
categories: rotary cutting lieatls aiicl flail-type. 

Rotary cutting heads consist of one or inore 
blacles that rotate horizontally, cutting and 
shredding vegetation. Flail-type iiiowers consist 
of metal teeth or chains attached to a rotating 
clrrim, which linoclts down : i d  shreds veget:c- 
tion. Rotary style mowers ai’e typically refei red 
to as “brusli hogs” and fld-type mowers are 
generally classified as “liydi o-axes.” 

ment being used and tlie target species Ixing 
managed, vegetation l i p  to about S inches in 
diameter can reasonably lx cut Some specialty 
vegetation management ecpiipnient can even 
handle larger diametei vegetation. 

As with hand ciittiiig, mowing results ii i  the 
immediate elimination of all undesirable taiget 
stems. Ilowever, since this teclinique is not 
selective, all rlesirable low-growing vegetation 
within the iiiower’s path is eliminated as well 
TIILIS, the site is left in a clistiirliecl and more 
open state, which allows tiee seeds to germinate 
in addition to encouraging sttinip spio~iting 

Mowing will not piovide long-term ~ c x i t i ~ l  of 
coniiiiuiiities of target species unless iollowed 
up with a herbicide :ipplication to contiol 
resprouting. (See Herbicide Treatments below 
for a discussion on mowing with a follow-up 
herbicide application.) 

Depending on tlie size of tlie mowing equip- 
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Mowing is tlie reconmended maintenance 

teclinique for relatively flat aieas with few ob- 
stacles (e.g., rock outcroppings, boulders, ancl 
stone walls), aleas that support moderate to 
heavy densities of incompatible target species, 
and locations where lierbicides cannot be used. 
As long as the site is accessible to mowing 
equipment, niowing will typically be more cost- 
effective and practical than liancl cutting. This is 
particularly so when areas have been repeatedly 
mowed over several maintenance cycles and 
incompatible species clensities have increased 
significantly. 

as long as sites are accessible. The only cliffi- 
culties that may prevent mowing are steep 
slopes, clebiis on the casement or NW, and 
rocky terrain. Mowing is also typically unaccept- 
able on wet sites since heavy equipxnent can 
result in significant soil clismption, and soft, wet 
soil conditions can impede or even prohibit the 
piogress of machinery along the R/\V 

&lowing can be clone at any time of tlie year 

HERBICIDE TREATMENTS 
The routine selective use of hehicicles to con- 
ti01 unclesir:tble vegetation on electric co-op 
system is essential to reducing long-term costs 
ancl to niainiizing the benefits of both tree 

4,250 
I- Hand Cutting 

...A "... Dormant Basal 

4,500 - 

4,000 - --+c-- Cut SkJmp 

c g 1,500- 

.."_".. 2i -'--..~"".~ , ,200 
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1,000 - Bassi.'"'.'.."........ 
500 700 - 

0 1  1 I 
0 4 8 

Years 
Note: Graph is based on a regional simulation model. 

FIGURE 4.19: Effectiveness of Selective Herbicide Treatments for Brush Control 

and incompatible target Lxush species removal 
programs. Juclicious herbicide use is an impor- 
tant component of an IVM strategy, and it is 
critical to the establishment of a low-growing 
plant conununity on tlie R/W that results in a 
cost-effective vegetation management program. 

The effectiveness of selective herbicide 
applications has been well documented by the 
electric utility vegetation management industry. 
Selective herbicide applications control 1.m- 

wanted, tall-growing target vegetation and 
encourage retention and expansion of desirable 
plant communities. Once these low-growing, 
clesirable plant coinminities become well estab- 
lished, the occurrence of noli-compatible tree 
steins clecieases and future maintenance costs 
are reduced (Figure 4.19'). 

The establishment of communities of low- 
gowing, compatible vegetation should be a 
primary goal of a utility target brush species 
control program. As progress is made toward 
achieving this goal, the inputs required to con- 
trol unclesirable vegetation can be recluced over 
time. The inputs required to manage vegetation 
can be described as lierbicides (including 
adjuvants and carriers), labor, and equipment. 
Incentives to reduce the inputs are fouiid in: 

e Reducing environmental load 
0 Reducing costs 

Tlieie ale two concepts to consider when 
practicing vegetation management though 
the selective use of lieibicitles on an electiic 
co-op system: 

1. Selectivity f01 clesirable vegetation based on 
k ~ 6 i c i d e  selection He1 bicicles are selected 
that preclonlinantly control tlie undesirable 
target vegetation while leaving some com- 
patible low-growing desirable vegetation 
(e.g., grasses) unaffectecl. 

2 Selectivity for desirable vegetation based on 
cppliccrtbrr techizique Herbicicles ale directed 
vs. broadcast through specific application to 
tlie undesirable tall-glowing taiget vegetation. 
Desicible low-growing vegetation does not 
receive treatiiient and is retained on tlie IVW. 
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To gain control of a R / W  filled with undesir- 
able vegetation, an initial cleai iiig 01 "reclania- 
tion" treatment phase is typically required. 
Vegetation coiiditioiis are assessed ancl the 
appropriate herbicide and application technique 
are chosen. Generally, initial clearing is per- 
formed through tlie broadcast application of a 
herbicide on all heavy-density, incompatible tar- 
get Ixush species that typically exhibit various 
stages of height growth, depending 011 tlie time 
elapsed since tlie last mowing 01' hand cutting 
treatments were performed. 111 this phase, tlie 
vegetation in tlie target area is p i  edomiiiately 
unclesirable, and a herbicide is applied to 
achieve coverage of all target stems within the 
entire R/W area to be managed 

-4 f--------------t t t 

Initial Conversion Maintenance 

Phase 
Clearing Phase Phase 

Time 
I I 

Removal of inconipatible target species 
through herbicide applications will promote a 
low-growing plant cover of shrubs and herbs 
(grasses and forbs) that helps to resist the 
establishment of tall-growing, untiesir able tree 
species. Tlie conversion of a 1UW to this state 
depends on tlie amount of desirable vegetation 
present at tlie time of the initial reclamation 
phase Achieveinent of the miniiiium mainte- 

nance phase ,sliould require iio inore than two 
additional applications (4  to 7 years apart), aiid 
in some cases only one more treatment will he 
I equired Each subsequent application in tlie 
ensuing and minimum maintenance phases uses 
less lierl,icide, labor, and fuel since less undesir- 
able target vegetation is present Tlie reductions 
in tlie amount of chemicals used, iii the labor 
required, and in tlie type and amount of equip- 
ment needed to maintain desirable vegetation 
on tlie IUW and control target species can traiis- 
late into significant cost savings foi a vegetation 
Jnanagemeiit program. 

Ileibicide applications in  latei phases are spe- 
cifically targeted at tlie undesirable tree species 
by directed applications. Tremendous selectivity 
(both with herbicides used and application 
techniques employed) can be acliieved once 
this phase is reached Efforts in these later treat- 
meiit cycles emphasize minimum disturbel ' lice to 
the desirable, low-growing vegetation so as to 
promote and sustain its continued presence on 
tlie R/VJ. 

Herbicide applications should be an integral 
part of a co-op's IVM strategy An important con- 
sideration is that herbicide use must be en\ 'I1 ' on- 
mentally compatible and professionally super- 
vised in order to acliieve and maintain p i b k  
acceptance. Crews who have ieceived training 
in species identification, lianclling of herbicides, 
and application methods should coinplete all 
lierliicide applications. FolIoni all applicable 
pesticide laws regulating herbicide use. 

that are suitable for electric utility vegetation 
management. This appendix also includes 
iilforiiiatioii on taiili mixtures and additives. 

Crew personnel completing herbicide ap- 
plications have significant responsibility to 
ensure that herbicides are handled and applied 
correctly. However, co-op inailageinelit per- 
sonnel should have the ultimate I espoiisibility 
for inaliing sure that the overall veget.ation 
manageineiit progi'am, including the use of 
herbicides, is safe, professional, and effective. 

can be divided into two broad categories: 
directed (or selective) and broadcast. Directed, 
as implied, describes an application that is 

Appendix D contains examples of herbicides 

Tlie tecliiiiques used for, herlkide applicatioii 
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applied only to target stems. The amount of 
herbicide mix that is applied varies and depends 
on tlie density and height of target steins that 
are to be controlled. Broaclcast applications are 
set at a fkecl rate per area and, once fixed, are 
independent of tlie density of the target stems 
that are to be controlled. Within these two appli- 
cation categories, specific application techniques 
can lx defined as follows: 

0 Broadcast 
u Foliar 
E Cut stubble 

E Foliar (high-volume and low-volume 

E Basal bark (low-volume treatment) 
II Cut surface (stump treatment) 

* Directed (selective) 

backpack treatments) 

Broadcast Foliar Application 
Broadcast foliar applications are applied to 
the foliage of target tree species during the 
period of active growth when leaves are F~lly 
developed (late spring to early fall). A fixed 
herbicide rate per area is applied in a water 
solution and broadcast over tlie entire target 
area. Liquid volumes of mixture, which are pre- 
determined, typically are in tlie aiea of 20 or 
more gallons per acre. Tall, high-density target 
tree species should generally be treatecl using 
higher volumes of solution to help ensure that 
tlie mixture penetrates all of tlie canopy layers. 
A common method for coiiipleting broadcast 
foliar lieibicicle applications uses a Kacliarc'@ 
spray device (or similar boom equipment) that is 
mounted on a tractor or other vehicle suitable 
for traversing tlie RIW or e'i. bement 

Broadcast foliar herbicide applications are 
soinetinies tlie most cost-effective way of ini- 
tially conti,olling heavy-density communities 
of tall-growing target tree species, particularly 
over large areas. Once an initial broadcast 
application has been made, stem densities of 
target vegetation will be reduced, and subse- 
quent maintenance should employ selective 
treatment methods 

Although broadcast foliar applications can 
be applied to taiget tree steins of any height, 
15 feet is L I S L I ~ ~ ~  a good limiting height. How- 

ever, more chemical will be needed to control 
taller target trees. Also, extremely tall target trees 
that die, following treatment and remain standing 
on the WW can be aesthetically unpleasing. 

Since this technique will result the complete 
brownout of WW vegetation, it is best suited 
for m a l  areas well away from the view of tlie 
general public. In general, broadcast foliar 
applications should be made to vegetation that 
is less than 6 to 8 feet high. 

Cut Stubble Applications 
When a reclaimtion phase is necessary and the 
moderate to high-density vegetation is too tall to 
initially impleinent a broadcast herbicide appli- 
cation, tlie site should first be mowed before 
herbicides are applied. A herbicide can be 
applied via a broadcast foliar application one 
or two growing seasons following mowing to 
vegetation that has resprouted. An alternative is 
to imiiieciiately follow mowing with a broadcast 
application of a soil-active herbicide, which 
prevents resprouting altogether. This technique, 
known as a cut stubble application (Figure 4.201, 
can be employed in more visually sensitive 
afeas since treated vegetation has minimal leaf- 
out and brownout is substantially reduced. 

This rnaintenance technique is subject to the 
same limitations clescribed for mowing and 
broaclcast foliar herbicide applications. The cut 
stubble tecliniqi.ie is not selective, meaning that 
inany clesirable species are usually eliminated 
with this tieatiiient method. Depending on the 
herbicide forniulation used, some selectivity for 
grasses can be achieved. 

High-Volume Foliar 
I?igh-volume foliar is an application technique 
that typically utilizes a maneuverable vehicle 
(such as a truck or tractor) equipped with a 
large spray tank (Figure 4.21). Herbicide appli- 
cations are applied to tlie foliage of target tree 
species using a hancl-held, high-volume spray 
gun. kIaximuiii effectiveness is generally 
achieved when target tree heights are between 
8 and 15 feet. 

The concentration of herbicide usecl for this 
technique is low and typically ranges from %% 
to I%% of tlie spray solution. Volumes of spray 
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mixture used will vary clepentling on vege- 
tation conditions, but will typically range 
from 100 to 400 gallons of spiay solution 
per aci'e. 

High-volume foliar applications alpply 
herbicicle to target species S to 15 feet tall 
and of mediiim to high density by 
thoroughly wetting all of the leaves and 
the stem. Operator skill is essential to 
achieving soiiie selectivity with this tech- 
nique. Spray pressuie a t  tlie tip should be 
tlie minimum requiied to obvain plant 
coveiage. Tlie spray should be diiected no 
higher than the target tree being treated. 
The me of a thickening agent or drift 
control additive is advisable to avoid the 
production of fine particles that iiiay drift 
onto sensitive noli-target plants Nozzle tips 
that produce come droplets of solution 
should be used to help reduce drift, 

I-Iigh-volume foliar applications should 
be performed during the 1x1 iod of active 
growth and when leaves are fully formed 
(generally from late spring to early fall). 
This technique can lie perforiiied on any 
site as long as terrain conditions periiiit 
access by spray vehicles 

Wien treating a R/v;r that has a high 
density oi target species, the difference in 
results betnieen selective high-volume 
foliar and uniform broadcast applications 
will often be minimal The vast majority of 
plant iiiatei ials on the R/W shoulcl be tal'- 
get species if eitliei of these application 
techniques is used, which will i,esult in a 
R/W with a Ixowned-out appeara~ice. 

Low-Volume Foliar 
This methocl of application uses a highel, 
co1icentration of herliicicfe (3% to 10W 
than the liigli-volume technique Tlie 
selectivity of tlie lomwolume foliar s p a y  
technique is achieved through the close 
application of coarse sprays tlmt are 
directed at individual stems or cluriips 
oi lion-compatible target species while 
directing the spray away lrom compatible 
vegetation (Figure 4 22). 
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4 
upper 60% to 75% of the crown typically 
receives treatment. Application is made to wet 
the leaves, but not to the point of runoff. As with 
other foliar application techniques, low-volume 
applications slioiild be clone during the period of 
active growth, when leaves are fully developed 

Low-Volume Basal Bark 
Low-volume Ixisal herL7icide applications 
(Figure 4.23) offer increased flexibility over' 
foliai. applications. Basal applications can be 
performed during the dormant season, as well 
ns during the period of active growth. Dormant 
season applications allow crews to be produc- 
tive cluring the off-season and can be aclvan- 
tageous in some locations where the brownout 
associated with foliar applications inay be 
objectionable. This is a veiy selective applica- 
tion technique. 

Basal applications control undesirable vege- 
tation through the application of a herbicide 
and penetrating oil mixture to the lower 12 to 
15 inches of target steins The miuture typically 

Low-volume applications are generdly tx-  
getecl at incompatible steins that ale less t l u n  
6 to 8 feet high and of low to inoclerate density. 
A conventional diaphr:~,om or piston pump 
Ixickpack is the most commonly used piece ot 
equipment for low-volume applications, but 
small-vol ci me batte i.y-0 per'itecl tanl\rs o 11 ATVs 
have also lieen used effectively 

A splay w:incl can be used to deliver the 
heibicicle solution. However, miny app1ic:itors 
have found that equipment siinibr to the Dual 
Spray GunjeP ( DSG) offers more versatility The 
DSC c:in be used with conventional hac1;pack 
or with the ATV The DSC allows the applic3tor 
to switch between nozzles f o i  the selection of a 
wick pattern for short spray distances or :I xu- 
IOW pattern for longer clisrances 
Interchangeable nozzles inciease the flesiliility 
of this application technique 

the top of the clown of target steins, :~ncl the 
L.ow-volume foliar ap$iCationS :ue directed at 
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coiitaiiis a relatively high j~roportion of lierbi- 
cicle to oil (20% to 30% IJY volume) that effec- 
tively controls trees up to 6 inches in diaiiietei, 
at a Ion7 s p y  volume Tlie basal oil carrier can 
lie kerosene, diesel oil, or a more refiiiecl sub- 
stance such as iiiiiieral oil and other naturally 
del ived oils. Many applicatoi s teiid to prefer a 
refined, low-orloi oil car1 ier, wliicli also has 
[ewer environmental impacts than diesel oil or 
lieroseiie. There are i,eacly-to-use foi milations 
and bleiidiiig sei-vices available that can eliiiii- 
nate the need for choosing oil carriers and 
iiiising solutions prior to application 

Basal Iierbicides are typically applied with 
a baclipacl< application unit equipped with oil- 
tolerant seals. The I~aclipacli unit utilizes a low- 
volume waiid tliat can delivei ;t sinal1 aiiiouiit of 
herbicide iiihture to the lower stem of target 
species. Fixed-pattern or adjustalile iioz,zle tips 
are available to increase unit flexibility Tlie 
waiid should have tip shut-off capali 
avoid having tlie spray solutioii run out of the 
wand after spr:iyiiig tlie stem. Tlie eiitii,e circuiii- 
ference of the lower stem of target species is 
sprayed to wet, but not to the point of runoff. 
Basal applicatioiis can Ix made at any time of 
the year except when snow or watei' prevents 
spraying steins to the grouiicl line, altliougli they 

are most effective when applied in the late doi- 
mant season (fioiii late wiiitei to early spi iiig) 
iatliei than in tlie late fall or early wiiitei peiiods 

Cut Surface 
Cut surface or cut stump applications involve 
hand ciitting incompatible target vegetation 
follom~ed immediately (at least m 4 h i i i  hour) 
hy a waterborne heibicitie application to the 
exposed cainbium layer along the perimeter of 
the stump surface (Figwe 4.24) Tlie treatment 
wiiiclow can be extended I 3 7  u p  to 6 months if 
tlie lieibicicle solution inclucles a penetrating oil. 
If tlie latter method is employed, any exposed 
bark aiid root flares slioulcl Ix tieated to the 
point of runoff to tlie loot collai zone, in actcli- 
tion to treating tlie caiiibiuiii layer Indicator 
dyes can be included in tlie solutioii to lielp 
identify sturnps tliat have already lxen treated. 

Long-term cost savings can be realized 
by using the cut stump treatment method 
on tree removals to prevent resprouting 

Immediate cut surface applications are typi- 
cally applied with a hand-held ti iggei, spray 
bottle Because of tlie small amount of herbicide 
solution that is ~jiplied very close to tlie cain- 
IJiuiii aiea along tlie edge of tlie stump surface, 
there is miiiiiiial opportunity lor noli-target or 
off-site cont:uniii:ition Delayed applications iiiay 
iecliiire a Ixickpacl< applicator as a result of the 
gieater voluines of lieibicicle solutioii that must 
he applied to each stump. 

This is tlie jireferi,ed qiplication technique in 
areas containing low to iiiodei ate tleiisities of 
incompatible taiget s t e m  where hand cutting is 
tlie preferred iiiainteiiance technique a d  herbi- 
cides can be used. Cut stump applications call 

lie macle year-round as long as snow does not 
prevent tlie cutting of stenis at ground level. 
I-lowever, tardiness in the application or outright 
misses can drastically influence tlie effectiveness 
of the treatment. Tieatiiieiits clone in the early 
spring wheii tree sap flow is high can also have 
rerluced effectiveness 
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Woody 
Residue 
Management 

The removal of woody residue ( i e ,  vegetative 
debris) resulting from vegetation management 
activities is sometimes necessary. In these situa- 
tions, it is cliippecl into a triicli and hauled from 
tlie work site for disposal at another location 
Particulrirly in urlxin or residential areas, it is 
likely that this will continue to be a common 
method for disposing of woocly residue at most 
electric utilities However, electric co-ops should 
be aware of alternative disposal techniques that 
can result in significxit cost savings. 

Table 4.1 shows tlie relative cost of cliffeient 
woody residue disposal methods bxed  on 
iecorcls obtained from several utilities. Alterna- 
tives to chipping and hauling i,esiclue ale gener- 
ally feasible only in less popiilatecl rural areas, 
but tlie savings associated with a “least-lianclled” 
approach warrant pursuing these technicliies 
whenever possible. 

Woocly resiclue resulting from vegetation 
nianagement activities that must be liaulecl from 
the work site slioulcl be managed as economi- 
cally as possible. A considelable amount of 
non-productive time can be spent driving long 
distances to dispose of chips, so several poten- 
tial sites that will accept woody residue should 
be available whenever possible. Avoid place- 
ment of chips in landfills where tipping fees 
apply unless noli-fee clisposal options are 
not available. 

Many electric co-ops have found that, with a 
minimal amount of investigation, locating suit- 
able, non-fee clisposal locations close to work 
sites is not that difficult. In many locations, 
property owners, farms, nurseries, etc., willingly 
accept, and will even request, loads of woocl 
chips. Ikep  records of locations where wood 
chips can be utilized m c l  refei them to the 
vegetation maiiagement crews when they are 
woi king i n  the vicinity ot loc ‘irioii5 that w i l l  

.iccept t h i b  mitei 1.11 Sonic utilities \vi11 even 
move chip5 .incI miie \voot lv  clclx IS t o  other 

TABLE 4.1: Relative Pruning Costs Based on 
Alternative Disposal Methods 

Relative 1 Method 1 Index 1 Savinss I 
Chip and haul off site 

Chip and blow on site 16% 

Hand pile 28% 

I Lop and scatter 0.64 I 36% 1 
When chipped into a truck and Iiaiilecl aoliay 

from a work site, locating clump sites for woody 
residue can present clifficulties. blany lancltills 
no longer accept vegetative material, and those 
that clo Liccept it may charge tipping fees, which 
add to the cost of vegelatioii management 

nearby R/W locations, which is a p~ictice that 
slioulcl also be considered. 

operations can present clisposal pi,oblems as 
well As with pruning debris, :i “least-hancllecl” 
approach will be the most cost-effective. 

Many utilities simply leave larger diameter 
woocl on site in managenhle log lengths, which, 
in most cases, is quicldy claimecl for firewood 01 

other merchantable applications In geneid, 
co-op vegetation iimiagement crews slioulcl 
rehain from splitting wood 01 even cutting it to 
firewood length, unless it is cost-effective These 
practices are usually very time consuming and 
detrimental to program cost-effectiveness. 

Wood resulting from tree pruning or removal 


